160 tary governor) at twelve o'clock In the famous Hall of
Columns the Poles were ranged on one side, the German
officials and army officers on the other.
Through the center door where Polish kings used to
enter, came Von Besseler and read aloud a proclamation
in German, in the name of the kaisers of Germany and
Austria, granting independence "to meet the undying
wish of the Poles." It was then read in Polish. At the
same day and hour the Austrian governor-general was
doing the same thing at Lublin. Independence for Rus-
sian Poland, a greater measure of autonomy for Austrian
Poland. In the next room in the Zamek a band played
the Polish national hymn, followed by the German hymn.
Yon Besseler expected that this surprise would cause
a great demonstration, that all the Poles would be enthu-
siastic for Germany. No one spoke. The proclamation
that was to bring a new army to Ludendorff was quite
coldly received. When the invited guests left the Zamek,
posters announcing the granting of independence to
Poland were being put up on the walls. But there was
no enthusiasm, Among the students, all over the city,
there were no demonstrations for Germany, Many people
considered it a parody of independence.
The next day a second poster appeared in Warsaw,
with more promises. We will give' an army to the new
Polish state—now the Poles can fight under the Polish
flag—the Poles who in the past always fought so hero-
ically—and so on. Forty-five recruiting stations were
opened in the city. Special privileges were to be given.
At the end of one month thirty-five men had presented
themselves for this great Polish army, and they applied
for the sanitary battalion. It proved impossible to build
up an army when the P.O.W. received contrary orders
from the Commander.
Von Besseler was in despair. He invited to the Zamek
all the Polish officials and representatives of the intelli-
gentsia. He spoke for three-quarters of an hour, saying

